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ABSTRACT
In a variety of application domains such as patient medical records, social networking, electronic voting, business and personal applications researchers have also examined the significance of anonymity. The secure sum allowing parties to work out the sum of their individual inputs devoid of disclosing the inputs to each another helps to differentiate the complications of the secure multiparty computation. For assigning identifiers to the nodes of a network, efficient algorithms are dealt in a way such that the identifiers are anonymous using a distributed computation devoid of central authority. An algorithm was presented for sharing simple integer information on top of secure sum and it is used by the algorithm at all iterations for anonymous ID assignment. To allocate the nodes identifiers, numbers ranging from 1 to N, was applied in the technique and the identities received are unidentified to the other members of the group and in that instance this assignment is anonymous. When private communication channels are used, resistance towards the collusion among other members is confirmed in an information theoretic sense.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the most part of personal and business applications are depending on anonymous communication. Towards anonymously confining the activities of the visitors’ web, cloud-based website management tools make available capabilities for a server. In a variety of application domains such as patient medical records, social networking and electronic voting etc, researchers have also examined the significance of anonymity [4]. The data assumed by each party remains unidentified to the other parties, and allows multiple parties to jointly carry out a global computation depending on data from each party is observed in anonymity of an secure multiparty computation. The secure sum allowing parties to work out the sum of their individual inputs devoid of disclosing the inputs to each another helps to differentiate the complications of the secure multiparty computation [7]. For assigning identifiers to the nodes of a network, efficient algorithms are dealt in a way such that the identifiers are anonymous using a distributed computation devoid of central authority. Based on the method intended for anonymously sharing simple data is our algorithm depends and outcomes in techniques intended for well-organized sharing of intricate data [1]. An algorithm was presented for sharing simple integer information on top of secure sum and it is used by the algorithm at all iterations for anonymous ID assignment [6] [11]. A group of hospitals desire to share the average of data items by means of individual databases. Nodes contain data items and workout and allocate only the total value. Along with some assurances of anonymity, a secure sum algorithm permits the sum to be collected. To allocate the nodes identifiers, numbers ranging from 1 to N, was applied in the technique and the identities received are unidentified to the other members of the group and in that this assignment is anonymous [2]. The semi-honest model of privacy preserving data mining was assumed, in which each node will go
after the rules of the protocol, however may possibly use the information it spots during the implementation of the protocol to compromise security [5].

II. METHODOLOGY

Secure Sum Algorithm: Given nodes $m_1, ..., m_N$ each holding a data item $t_i$ from a finitely represent able abelian group, allocate the value $K = \sum t_i$ between the nodes without revealing the values $t_i$. Each node $m_i$, $i = 1 \ldots N$ selects random values $s_{i1}, \ldots, s_{i,N}$ such that $s_{i1} + \ldots + s_{i,N} = t_i$. Each random value $s_{ij}$ is conveyed from node $m_i$ to node $m_j$. The sum of all these random numbers $s_{ij}$ is the desired total $K$. Each node $m_i$ totals all the random values received as $v_i = s_{i1} + \ldots + s_{N,j}$. Each node $m_i$ merely broadcasts $v_i$ to all other nodes so that each node can compute:

$$K = v_1 + \ldots + v_N.$$

In the given fig1, the initial data items held by nodes $m_1, m_2, m_3$ and $m_4$ are $t_1, 6, 8, 2, 6$ correspondingly. Node $m_2$ would transmit 6, 2, -4, and 4 to nodes $m_1, m_2, m_3$ and $m_4$ respectively. Node $m_2$ would receive -9, 2, 10, and -7 from nodes $m_1, m_2, m_3$ and $m_4$ respectively. Then node $m_2$ would work out and broadcast the total $v_2 = -4$ of the values received to all nodes. Finally, $m_1$ would compute the total of all the second round transmissions received.

$$22 = 16 + 4 + 8 + 2.$$

III. RESULTS

The algorithm to find an AIDA requires the random numbers to be shared anonymously and we consider three methods which are variants of that procedure and require the parameter $P$ in each case. The expected numbers of rounds rely simply on the selection of $P$ and not on the variant selected. The slot selection method the variant of the algorithm has its main negative aspect as the very long message lengths that are encountered while using large $P$ to maintain the number of expected rounds small. In the Prime Modulus AIDA: A prime $R > P$ is chosen. In general, $R$ will be chosen as small as potential subject to this restriction. This variant will be seen to outcome in shorter message lengths intended for communication among nodes. Again, the computation necessary to find the roots of the Newton polynomial can be delayed and consequently overlaps any supplementary required rounds. It is probable to keep away from solution of the Newton polynomial completely. Sturm’s theorem permits the determination of the number of roots of a real
polynomial \( q(x) \) in an interval \((g, h)\) based on the signs of the values of a sequence of polynomials derived from \( q(x) \). The succession of polynomials is attained from a variant of the Euclidean Algorithm. By means of Sturm’s theorem, it is not at present reasonable with the variety of methods of polynomial solution using the prime modulus method and runs twice as slow at best. The application of Sturm’s theorem necessitates usage of an ordered field resulting in large polynomial coefficients.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

An algorithm was presented for sharing simple integer information on top of secure sum and it is used by the algorithm at all iterations for anonymous ID assignment. The secure sum allowing parties to work out the sum of their individual inputs devoid of disclosing the inputs to each another helps to differentiate the complications of the secure multiparty computation. The usage of Newton identities to a great extent decreases communication overhead and can facilitate the usage of a larger number of slots by means of a consequential reduction in the number of rounds mandatory. Based on the method intended for anonymously sharing simple data is our algorithm relies on and outcomes in techniques for well-organized allocation of complex data. The semi-honest model of privacy preserving data mining was assumed, in which each node will go after the rules of the protocol, however may possibly use the information it spots during the implementation of the protocol to compromise security. By using Sturm’s theorem the solution of a polynomial can be kept away at some expense. No algorithm for AIDA can be guaranteed to finitely finish, although there may be tremendous conditions under which we imagine only that at least sequential communications are necessary in such an algorithm. The expansion of a consequence similar to the Sturm’s method over a finite field is an enticing opportunity. The application of Sturm’s theorem necessitates usage of an ordered field resulting in large polynomial coefficients. It has been proven that restricted termination cannot be guaranteed for the simpler leader election problem.
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